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IN'TE!tnf. O?I:·rrON 

Public hearing was held in this application on December 2, 
3, and 6, 1976 bei'ore Examiner Thompson at San Francisco.. The matter 
was submitted on written cloSing argu=ents received Dececoer 9, 1976. 

By this application Pacific Gas a..." Electric Compa."!.7 (PGe:E) 
seeks approval by the Commission of' a procedure which it p~oposes to 

set forth in its tariff's under which conservation programs ?G&E 
desires to implement would. receive advance approval or dis~proval by 
the CommiSSion, and concurrently With such apFroval wOlJld authorize an 
adjustmer.t in rates to off'set the esti=ated costs of' their i~le
mentation. ~e procedure it suggests is substant.::..:tlly the so::e as tl'le 
Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) procedure. !t prov!des for the 
costs attendant to approved conservation programs together with 
revenu~s fr~m the rate adjustments to be en~ered i~to a b~l~~cing 
aecou..."J~ <lS required by Section 792.5 of the ?u'blic t't.:tlit,ies Code.Y 

Tu~~, et 31., oppose automatic adj~stme~t pr?c~d~es 
whethe::- they e.re used to pass on fuel costs, exp::'oration expenses, 
conscr"/ation progr~ fu...."ding, or :;my o~hcr ut.!.lity coste.. I~ 

believes that all matters bearing on ~tilit7 .fina."ces should be 
con$ide~ed in a single rate hearing where all the izsucs are 
considerod in a single public record. It moved that the proceedings 

.11 "792. 5. ~';nl!lnever the cotmlission authorizes any chmlg¢ in rates re
.flec:t·::'ng ~d passing throu.g.i. to custO::lors ~pec:r.£::,c I.:h.:41g0!j in costs, 
except rates set for common carriers, the commisSion zhall require 
as a condition of such order ~ha~ the public utility establish 
and maintain a reserve account ret1ecting the balance, ~hether 
positive or negative, between the related costs and revan~es, and 
the COmmission shall take into account by appropriate adjustment 
or other action any positive or negative balance recaining in any 
such reserve account at the tioG of' any subsequent rate 
adjustment." 
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in ~his application be consolidated with ?G&E·s general rate pro
c~ee.ings in Applications Nos. 55509 and 55510, Phase II.. The 
presiding officer properly denied that mo~ion .. 

City ot Palo Alto requests that any procedure that may 'be 
approved or established provide that the conservation costs not be 
passed on to resale customers in rate adjustments.. That proposal 
is supported by PG&E Wi~h qualifications or reservations; it is· 
opposed oy the Commission staff (staff), California Manui'acturers 
Association (CMA), and T~~. 

Sta.£f contends that some procedure is required under which 
PG&E could immediately embark upon its conservation prograos and 
obtain rate relief for the costs thereof. It does not support PG&E's 
suggested tariff filing procedure and recommends that PG&Eshould 
immediately file an application for offset rate increases at tho 
le~cl estioated appropriate for supplomental cost e££ectiveoonser
v~cion expenditures for the year 1977, and that public hearing e should be set in that application without delay. It recommends that 
Without specifically approVing any individual conservation'programs 
the CommiSSion should approve rate increases which it may find to be 

reasonable to offset. costs which may be incurrec. in 1977 from the 
implementation of supplemontal cost effective conservat,.1on programs. 
It also recommends that the revenues from the offset rate increases 
and. the expenditures for the supplemental conservation programs be 

entered into a balancing accou."'lt as required by Section 792.5 of 
the Public Utilities Code. Unless some extraordinary expenditures 
occur resulting from some new prograc initiated by PG&E in 1977 
requiring early extraordinary rate relief, the 1977 supplemental 
programs would not be reviewed by the Commission unti1 proceedings 
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L~ a new application covering supplemen~al conservation programs 
for 197$ were had. At that time the status of the balaneing account 
would be considered in rate adjustments oonte~plated by that 
proceeding. 

TURN contends that a procedure to offset eosts of 
implementing conservation programs is unnecessary. It takes tho 
pOSition that PG&E has the duty and obligation to implement cost 
effective conservation programs as part of its duty as a publie 
utility to provide electricity and gas a~d the ratepayers should not 
be required to compensate the utility for the expenses of those 
programs any differently from any other normal utility expenses. It 
suggests that any extraordin~ Commission proceedings regarding 
PQ&E's conservation efforts should apply only to programs whicb may 

be either unusually expensive or especially controvers~:ll. The 
utility interested parties supported PG&E's suggez~ed procedure. Q~ 

,supported the staff's proposal with some modification. 
Before attempting to determine whether procedures suggested 

are necessary at all, and, if so, what kind of procedure is <iesirable, 
we review the fundamentals involved. 

Any conservation programs we envision do no~ conte=pl~te 
a reduction in the present electric generating c~paci~y of PG&E or a 
reduction in tbe taking 'by PG&E of natural g.z.s that may be .:lva,1lable to 

'it. The goal we have in cind tor conservation programs is the 
efficient utilization of energy by consumers and the elimination of 
waste uses oi energy so that optimum use is m~de of p:eoent resources. 
Aside from the necessity resulting from curtailm~nt in the supply of 
natural gas and aside from possible ~~desirablc environmental effects, 
a prinCipal reason why we think it necessary to reduce the escalation 
of expansion of utility plant that otherwise would be needed to 

accommodate our ever increasing demands for energy, is that the latter 
portends mueh higher rates to the ratepayers per unit of energy 
consumed. The old bUSiness maxim. that the greater the production 
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the lower the cost per unit produced is no~ applicable to the pro
duction of electrical energy when a new plant must be constructed 
at present day high costs to increase the production. In !act~ the 
opposite is true; construction of new genera~ing plants has the effect 
ot increasing the overall cost per kilowatt-hour. All Californians 
are a.dversely affected by the continuing increases i:l the rates for 
gas and electricity. There is little that the utility or its customers 
can do about the increasing costs to PG&E for oil and natural gas, or 
about what might. be termed increases in costs due to inflation. They 
are however, able to do something about the higher costs that would 
result from escalation of plant construction by diminishing or 
eliminating wasteful and inefficient uses of electricity ~~d natur&: 
gas, and tnro~~ practices which will diminish peaking of energy 
utilization and the ine!!iciencies connected therewith. That is what 
conservation is all about. 

We believe that this is the road that must be followed and e no party t¢ this proceeding has adva.."lced a contrary vi.ew. We have 
directed utilities to vigorously expa.~C! their policies, progrt3:JlS, 
and e£forts toward that end, an.d as waz st.ated by President F..olmes 
in a letter dated December 19, 1975 aedressed to all gas and ~l&ctric 
utilities, the COmmission: 

" .•• will expect utilities to develop a sophisticstecl 
analytic capability to cvalua~ conservation l:l~asures 
which may go beyond the conventional scope of utility 
activities, to make aggressive use o£ tneir marketing 
capabilities to educate the public in oonser\~ation 
and, where reliable ~~d cost-effective, to promote 
energy-saving design and technological cha.'"lge::;." 
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In its general rate proceedings now before the Co~ssion 
PG&E estima~ed expenditure of some additional S6 million on 
conservation programs for the 1976 tes~ rate year. Inthis application 
PG&E has notified us that i~ has developed new and sup~lcmental 
conservation programs which it desires to i~plement if the Commission 
approves them, 31'l.d that the additional expenditure for those 
supplo:ncntaJ. progr~ will a:tount to some $14.5 millio:).. That 
expenditure is not inclu~cd as an e~nse item in the ?ending general 
rate pro ceeding. 

We recognize that the policy of conservation involved here 
is a completely new direction fro:n fo~er utility and regu1a~ry 
policies. The conservation measures a~d programs which may achieve 
the objectives of that policy necessarily must be experimental 

4t because they have not been t=ied nor adequately tested, a~d the 
success of tneir o~tcome c~~ot be assured. We therefore an~icipate 
that expenditures for conservation 'W"ill rise steep!y for sever.:! 
years while experience is gained a::.'::' t:.r.::il progra:ns 'beCO::lC c:"i"ective 
at which time the e~enditures should level off. !f an~ when a 
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maximum reasonable conservation of energy is achieved, the programs 
and efforts would 'be directed towards maint.enance of e£ficiency, and 
annual expenditures may then be retained at a more or less constant 
level. We envision the long-term e~enditures for co~scrvation . 
programs to be somewhat similar to the expenditures for th~ :l3rke~ing 
of a new proeuct. Maximum effort is made in the early stages of 
the sales campaign and thereafter the .effort is directed towards 
maintaining the gains which have 'been achieved. We therefore , 
anticipate that at soce time in the foreseeable !uture the ar.nual 
expenditure by PG&E for conservation efforts will be fairly constant 
in relationship to tOtal annual expense, and at that time any , 
justification 'for special procedures for consideration of expenses 
related to conservs~ion programS will no longer ey~st.' Une~r the 
circumstances we view any procedures along the !ines suggested to 

be tempora.."'"Y me~ures to provide means for ex;>editious and fair 
treatment of temporary problems. 

The foregoing has pointed out ~he answer to the question 
of whother any procedure at all is necess.;ry. The facts a:-e: . (~) 
immediate efforts by utilities toward promotion of conscr~·A:~i¢n of 
energy is necessary and in the public interest, (2) expenditure of' 

substantial r~~ds by PC&E will be required for the developmen~ and 
implementation on conservation programs in order that opti:um results 
may be achieved, partieul3rly so during the initial stages of' the 
promotional o£torts, (;) expQnditures for cost-effecti".r~ cOtls.a:-vation 
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programs constitute legitimate public utility expense for which 
the utility is legally entitled to be componsa~ed from its rates 
for utility s¢rvice~, and (4) utility general rate cases ordinarily 
involve a multitude of issues requiring careful consideration and 
proceodings in thoso cases usually require considerable ~ime to final 
determination. Those facts establish tho necessity of some kind of 
special procedure for a period of time i! ~y substantial conservation 
pro grams are to bo undertaken by utili ties without delay. The 
alternative of another general rate application including a projection 
of $14.5 million for expenses of conservation programs for a future 
rate year and the resultant delay in the initiation of a subst3ntiaJ. 
effort towards promotion of conservation muld definitely be adverse 
to the public interest. We cannot lose sight of the. :tact that the 
law does not require utility corporations to be eleemosynary 
institutions. 

That there are problems and questions regarding the 
direction of conservation efforts to be undertaken by PG&E has been 
made manifest from testimony and argument presented at the hearing; 
indeed, the filing of this application itself presents some of the 
questions invol ved._ The parties at the hearing agreed that it would 
be desirable if the Commission set £orth some guidelines of the kinds 
of conservation programs which should be undertaken, some guidelines 
of the kinds of expenses which w-lll be conSidered for rate adjustment 
relief, and some guidelines regarding what is meant by "eost
effective programs". 

If we were cOgnizant at this time of all of the possible 
undertakings that will successfully accomplish the dosired results 
at the lowest possible cost to the ratepayer, we would not hesitate 
to describe them and to order their implementation. This is a new 
field a."'ld we do not now have the answers. ~/e hope that the experience 
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to be gained from future experiments will provide directi.on in the 
ciet.erminati.on o£ the kinds .of programs which will lead to the desired 
result. 

Alth.ough we do not have the answers to the questiens, a 
discussien .of problems will not .only provide some guidelines as to 

the directien which sheuld be pursued but will be helpful in 
determining a procedure. A conservation policy .objective is to 

avoid escalati.on .of rat.es which would result from escalati.on .of 
high-c.ost plant constructien. It weuld therefore appear that a 
c.onservation pre gram that weuld require a large expenditure in plant 
equipment weuld net be oonsistent With that .objective. Additienally, 
we must again rec.ognize that we are in the experimental stage so 
that the success .of.' any indiVidual conservatien program .or measure 

~ is net assured. For that reas.on large investments in facilities 
that could net be utilized in some ether kind .of censervatien 
meas\lre are net indicated until such time as experience will permit 
a better evaluatien .of individual conservation measures. It is 
noted that the $14.5 millien expenditures contemplated in PG&E·s 
suggest.ed supplemental conservat.ien measures fer 1977 are in the 
categories .of payroll cost.s :fer additional personnel .a."'ld costs 
.of material an,d equipment. which .ordinarily are not capitalized. 
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130cause capitalized expenditures are not projected by 
PG&E for 1977 the issue of whether depreciation expense on items 
utilized for conservation progra=s, or of whether a ret~ on the 
investment in such capital items, should be considered in rate 
adjustments unde::- a special conservation procedure will not 'be 

involved initially_ 
A public utility is entitled to charge rates for its 

services sufficient to recover reasonable expenses, including income 
taxes, together With a reasonable return upon its investment, 
prudently ma4e, which is necessarl to provide the utility service. 
Since the Commission has ordered and directed the utilities to make 
conservation efforts their primary concern, legitimate and prudent 
investment necessary to implement oonservation objectives is no 
loss an investment in public utility plant than a new eleetric 
generation facility or a new gas pipeline. It would seem that if 
in :m.y proceeding for temporary offset in :-ates involving 
oonservation programs the Commission were to a~prcve a capital 
investment in facilities as pr~dent for conservation purposes, and 
were to app:;.ove or determine a reasona.bl~ rate of depreciation for 
those raciliti~$, the utility would be entitled, as a ~tter of 
law, to a level of ra~es Which would permit it to recover the 
reasonable depreciation expense ~~d a reasonable return on the funds 
det.e:-mined. to be prudent.ly invested. By the same token, howeve:-, 
the capital investment would have ~~ effect upon other r~temaking 
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considerations, e.g., an invest=ent tax credit in determining 
applicable income taxes. A proceeding in which the effect or the 
new investment upon all expense and tax considerations would be 
involved would take on the aspect, of a general rate case, Which 
circumstance the suggested procedure is supposed to avoid. 

In any event, we deem it desirable to consider at a public 
·hearing any conservation program that contemplates a large investment 
in facilities. 

W~, t~ to the matter of Whether the rates to resale 
customers should reflect expenditures for conservation programs. 
Again we look to the f~~damental objectives of the conservation 
policy: the elimination of waste uses of energy and the prox:otion' 
of level distribution usage so that the supply of this scarce 
commodity is sufficient to meet reasonable demands7 and so that the 
escalation of costs (a~d hence rates) resulting from new plant 
construction can be lessened or avoided. On that basiS, the success 
by PG&E of pro~oting conservation by i~s re~idontial7 commorcial, 
and industrial customers will benefit the resale customers in that 
there 'Will be better assurance of a continuance of a supply of energy 
to meet its ~~quirements7 and it ~oo would not be subject to the 
higher rat(!s that would resu.l t fro:n hisn, cost plant CO:lstruction. As 

a general propOSition the resale custo:'·c::" sl~ould bear it:: share of 
the costs of PG&E's ¢Onse~ation p~cgracs. We can foresee, however, 
that under SOme circumstances the spreading of that burden uniformly 
could be unjust. If one resale cu.stomer h.;:s exponeed much effort 
and has expended a large amount of funds in promotion of conservation 
to its customers, and another resale customer has expended. no effort 
and no funds towards 'Chat objective it would appear to be manifestly 
unfair to accord them the same ~reatment. From a procedural stand
point it would be unwise to require PGP.iB to assume 'the burden of 
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presenting evidence regarding ~he activities or its resale customers. 
As a ma.tter or procedure the burden of shOwing Why a. resale customer 
should no'e bear its proportionate share of PG&E' s cos~s for 
conservation programs should be borne by the resale cus'tOmer. 

From the above discussion it may be readily observed that 
for a while at least the conservation program filings contemplated 
by PG&E Will present issues ....-hich Will require public hearing. ~'le 

do not envision the automatic handling contemplated by PG&E's advice 
letter procedure to be practical at this time. We prefer a procedure 
involving a formal a.pplication. The problems envisioned by PG&E 
.from that procedure stem from the experimental nature of any 

conservation programs that may be evolved. It believes that the 
successful accomplishment of conservation objectives requires it to 

have the ability to shift emphasis in existing programs, to initiate 
new programs quickly, and to discontinue or modify programs Which 
prove not to be as effective as anticipated. We agree, but a decision 
by the Commission in an application regarding conservation programs 
need not prevent that. 

We note again that the substantial portion of the $14.5 
million connected with PG&E's example supplemental conservation 
programs .for 1977 is payroll expense, meaning the hiring of new 
personnel. It was testified that PC&E does not contemplate dis
charging those persons upon the terminat.ion of any individual program, 
but that those persons would be employed in new pr.og~a~~. Fro~ the 
sta."1.c.point of costs a..."ld hence the ra~es re(1).~!'ed -:;0 o~!set th~se 

costs, there is lit.tle eiffor~nee to tc~ ~atcpay~r if ~he pc:zo~~e1 
expends its efforts on Program A as compS!'"od with Program B. It is 
extremely doubtful that the shift of personnel and material from a~ 
ongoing program Which has not been as zuccessful as anticipated to 

a Wholly new program not requiring :;..dd~tional expenditure would 
require a public hearing provided there was to be a reasonable 
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assurance that the new program would be cost-effective. If PG&E 
desires to have some indication from the Commission that the new 
program is one that is worehwhile or not duplicative, it eould make 
a letter filing or consult with the Commission's Conservaeion T~. 

'!he staff recorm.uenciation that each program need not be 
specifica.lly approved in advance by the Commission is valid. We 
do not wish to. delay implementation of important conservation pro
grams and the utility has the responsibility to proceed with prudent: 

programs 1tcmediately. We are authorizing. establishment of'the 
balancing account now so that the utility will be assured of the 
opportunity for' full cost recovery. Therefore, the utility is 
required to establish both a gas and electric conservation progr~ 
cost adjustment account, for supplemental programs. 

We are of the opinion that the proper procedure to be 
followed by PG&E in the matter of conservation programs is: 

1.. Each year to file an application setting forth supplemental 
conservation programs for the coming calendar year and the expenses 

thereof which are not included in the then current ra.tes or considered 
in a pending general rate increase proceeding"and- for which' it 
requires offset rate relief. 

2.. Subsequent to that application, and during tha.t c.a.lendo.r 
year, if PG&E desires to undertake &dd1t1on.a.l programs which would 
require significant funding as to require immediate offset rate 

relief, or if the balances in the balancing account are so uneven 
that i=mediaee rate adjustment is indicated, it should file an 
s.ppliea.tion. 

3. 'Ontil determined otherwise by the Commission any program 
which involves capitalization of t.-xpenditurcs and would have .an 
effect upon.ra.te base, and from which PG&E desires to recover 
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depreciation expense or a return upon its capital invested in the 
program. in the form of an offset in ra.tes 7 should be included in an 
appliCation .. 

4. Commence the hiring and training of new employees now and 
itIpl.ementation of new programs a.s soon as possible.. Establish the 
necessary aCCotznting procedures for supplemental programs and a ./ 
balancing account for related conservation expenditures and revenues .. 

We have used the term Heost-effective" herein. '1'he parties 
stated it would be desirable for the Commission to provide additional 
guidelines regarding that term. The presiding officer inquired of 
the parties whether there were any suggestions as to what the guide
lines should be. PG&E stated that it would be desirable if a formula 
were to be prescribed to provide some meas:ure of "cost-effectivenesd'. 
It was unable to suggest a particular formula for that purpose. 
Perhaps such a formula may evolve in future proceed1ngs; we are 
unable to determine one bt:re.. The only guideline we can presently 
offer in that regard is to repeat that which was stated in President 
HO~S' letter to chairmen of the boards of the utilities, 

"In our vi~ 7 8. conservation activity is worthwhile 
if it costs less than the full cost - including 
environmental effects - of supplying the energy 
which would be saved." 
'!he foregoing discussion sets forth in general terms our 

opinion of. a fair and equitable procedure under which ?G&E can obt3~~ 
authority to adjust rates pending a decision on proceedings in a 
general rate ease to offset expenditure of substantial funds on 
conse:vation progr8.m9 init:Lated p1Jrsuant to the Commission r s declared 
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conservation poli~. We will set !orth su!!icient findings and 
conclusions to determine the pri~cipal issue in tho application 
herein, namely, PG&E's re~uest for authority to publish and ~e 
effective in its t.a:rifrs its CPCA proposal, Which request will be 
dcn1ed. 
Findings 

1. The Commission has directed PG&E and other gas and electrie 
utilities to direct efforts towards the promotion of conservation 
of energy as a primary commitment an~ obligation of' a public utility. 
The Commission notified PG&E tbat it expects PC&S and othor utilities 
to develop a sophisticated analytic capability to evaluate conser
vation measures which may go beyond the conventional scope of utility 
activities, to make aggressive use of its marketing capabilities 
and to educate the p~blic in conservation ~~d, where reliable ~~d 
cost-effective, to promote energy-saving design and technological 
changes. 

~ 2. Pursua~t to that directive PG&E has considered a number 
of conservation programs which it believes are cost-effective. 
Those programs, which. are experiment~ and are supplemental to 

conservation programs conSidered in proceedings in Applications 
Nos. 55509 and 55510, if implemented 'Will require an expenditure by 
PG&E during 1977 of $14.5 million over ~~d above expendi~ures 
considered in proceedL~gs in said applications. 

3. By this application PG&E requests authority to establish 
in its tariffs a Conservation Program Cost Adjustment (CPCA) to 

adjust rates on a quarterly basis to: (a) offset the costs of 
conservation programs submitted by letter filings a~d approved by 

the CoXDmission duri..'"lg the prior calcnd.;l%' quarter, and (b) provide . 



· ~ 

on April 1 of each year, through a balaLcing adjustoent, for 
amortization or any over- or under-recoveries of conservation program 
costs d.uring the prior calendar year. 

4. An offset rate application is an appropriate proceeure for 
annual consieeration of a utility conservation program, at least 
during the init~al period of implementation of the Commission's 
conservation policies. 

5. Although the CPCA procedure is similar to the Energy Cost 
Ad.justment Clause (ECAC) procedure approved by the COcmission tor the 
purpose of permitting PG&E to adjust its rates to offset changec in 
costs to it resulting in changes in prices and availability of fuel, 
the underlying oasis for the ECAC proced.ure, namely, the fact that 
PCi&E has limited control over the changes in those costs, is not 
present in the implementa~ion by PG&E of conservation programs. 

vIe conclude that: 
e 1. A balancing account should be established now to permit 

implementation of the programs. 
2. PG&E should expedite the filing of an amended application. 

as discussed herein, and commencement of ~he expanded conservation 
,programs. 

;- Conservation programs covering ~ajor customer incentives 
will present issues Which should only be considered after notice and 
p'Ubli c hearing. 

4. The el'fectiveness of PG&E's conservation programs and the 
vigor and imagination of its conservation offorts Will be considerecl 
in a suosequent general rate proceeding in deciding upon a fair rate 
of return. 

5.. The request for authority to make efteetive in its tariffs 
the CPCA proposal should be denied. 
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I~RIM ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that gas and electric conservation adjustment 
aceounts be established as of February e, 1977. Entries shall be 
made to this account at the end of each month as follows: 

(a) A debit entry equal to, if positive (creeit 
entry, if negative): 
(1) The recoreed operating and ~aintenance 

and administrative and general expense 
for each suppleoental Conservation 

(2) 
Program, plus 
Monthly amo~ization of any ~aterial$ 
and supplies amounts remaining from 
terminated Conservation Programs in 
36 Gqual amounts, less 
The amount of revenue billed during 
the month under the Offset Rate (not 
including the adjustment for franchise 
and u.~collectible accounts expense). 

(b) A credit entry equal to the atl.ount of revenue 
billed during the month under the Balancing 
Rate (not including -che adjustment for franchise 
and uncollectible accounts expense) if positive 
(debit entry, if negative). 

( c) A credit entry equal -:'0 the atlount of revenue 
received from the sale of materials or s~rvices 
connected with any authorized Conservation Program. 

( d) An entry equal to 7/12 percent of the average of 
the balanc~ in the aceount at the beginn1ng of 
the month and the balance in the a.ccount after 
entries (a), (b), and (c) above. 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that tne request for authority to 
make effective in its ~arif£s a CPCA is denied. 

The effective date of this order is the date hereof\ 

day of 
Dated at s,'l.n Diego , california, this ~ 

~taellARY , 1977. 

COmmissioners 
,I 

, . \ 
\ 
\ 
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Decision No. 86940 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES CO~SSION OF T.EE S~TE OF CALIFORNIA 

Application of P'ACIFIC GAS AND ) 
ELECTRIC COMPANY for authority to ) 
include in its electric and gas ) 
tariffs a procedure'· for Commission ) 
review of conservation programs and ) 
adjustment of PGandE's electric and ) 
gas rates periodically to provide ) 
funds for Commission approved con- ) 
servation programs. ) 

) 
(Electric and Gas) ) 

) 

Application No. 56845 
(Filed November 4, 1976) 

COMMISSIONER BATINOVICH dissenting, in part, and concurring, in 
part: 

While I concur in the need for additional conservation 

P!eog'%'aInS, I must express my objection to the Offset-balancing 

account style of ratemaking. The balancing account is an extraor-

dinary ratemaking device that should be reserved for special 

circumstances where the expenses are largely out of the control 

of the utility. 

ROBERT BM'INOv.tCH, President 

Dated at San Francisco, california 
February 11, 1977 


